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March 7, 2017 – Faber Leads the Way with the revolutionary “Up & Down” Hoods

Faber has once again introduced a revolutionary hood into the North American market with its unique “Up & Down” series
of ventilation. This new series, equipped with pendent LED lighting can be lowered towards the range area during
cooking and with a simple push of the remote control button the hood is easily retracted back to the ceiling or into the
shade. With a 300 cfm motor and perimetric extraction the Up & Down hoods could also be used in a variety of
applications where clean air is a priority and extra lighting is needed.
The chandelier hood is available in 4 models – the Oceana with a distinctive wave cut-out stainless steel lamp shade, the
Kaleidos with a black shade, the stainless steel Zoom without a lamp shade, and the Vanilla with a timeless white glass
lamp shade. Each of the ductless designs offer ease of adjustment and fast plate attachment to the ceiling for the
installer.
The Vanilla will be featured at the Architectural Digest Show, Almo Premium Appliance booth #271 on March 16-19,
2017, Pier 92 & 94 in NYC.
The series of Up & Down hoods will be available for order in the second half of 2017. Please visit www.faberonline.com
to view Faber’s full product line.
ABOUT FABER
Faber the global leader in kitchen ventilation, a part of the $2.2 Billion Franke Group, Kitchen Systems division, has been
producing high-end kitchen range hoods since 1955 in Fabriano, Italy. For almost 60 years Faber has continued to
manufacture with attention to detail, engineering excellence and fine European design. From inserts to wall, island and
value / designer canopies, there is a style to fit almost every kitchen design.

